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Highlights

• Novel multiperiod MILP model for optimal distribution of byproduct gases, steam and power

• Correct modeling of burner switches with fewer binary variables allowing turning on/off at a time

• Introduce key practical features in byproduct gas, steam and power generation and distribution

• Reduce total operating cost by 6% compared to that from the real operation
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15 Abstract

16 Byproduct gases, steam and electricity play an important role in providing energy for production 

17 units in the iron and steel industry. Optimal distribution of byproduct gases, steam and electricity in 

18 an iron and steel plant can significantly decrease energy cost and reduce CO2 emissions. However, 

19 such optimal distribution is not trivial because it involves many production units, steam turbines, 

20 combined heat and power units, and waste heat and energy recovery units, and several realistic 

21 operational features such as byproduct gas mixing, byproduct gas level control in dedicated 

22 gasholders, different levels of steam requirement, minimum heating and energy requirement, and 

23 maximum allowable burner switches, resulting in a large complex combinatorial problem. In this 

24 paper, we develop a novel multi-period mixed-integer linear programming model for optimal 

25 distribution of byproduct gases, steam, and power in an iron and steel plant. The consuming rates of 

26 byproduct gases are variable. Different byproduct gases are allowed to be mixed to satisfy minimum 

27 heating and energy requirement of production units. The steam is specifically classified as high, 

28 medium and low pressure. New binary variables are introduced to determine electricity purchase or 

29 sale decision with each having different price. The burner switching operation is correctly modeled 

30 with fewer binary variables allowing turning on and off at any time. Several important practical 

31 features such as fuel selection, gasholder level control, ramp rate variation, piecewise constant 

32 generation rates of byproduct gases, and piecewise constant demand profiles of byproduct gases, 

33 steam and electricity are also incorporated. The computational results demonstrate that the optimal 

34 operating cost is obtained within 2 CPU seconds for an industrial example using the proposed model, 

35 which is reduced by 6% compared to that from actual operation.

36 Keywords: Multi-period, mixed integer linear programming (MILP), optimization, energy 

37 efficiency, iron and steel
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1 1 Introduction

2 The iron and steel industry is one of the energy-intensive industries with high CO2 emissions.  As 

3 reported, the energy consumption in the iron and steel sector can account for about 18% of the total 

4 energy consumption from worldwide industrial sectors [1]. The CO2 emission from the iron and steel 

5 sector can account for about 7% of the total CO2 emission in the world [2]. With increasing concerns 

6 over energy scarcity and climate change [3] the iron and steel industry is facing great pressure to 

7 increase profit margin, improve energy efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions, which drives to seek 

8 advanced techniques to improve their planning operations. Optimal planning of various operations in 

9 the iron and steel industry through advanced mathematical programming approach especially mixed-

10 integer approach offers significant opportunities for such improvement.

11 In a typical iron and steel plant, byproduct gases, steam and electricity play an important role in 

12 providing energy to production units such as sintering furnaces, coke ovens, blast furnaces, basic 

13 oxygen furnaces, cold rolling mills and hot rolling mills. As shown in Figure 1, byproduct gases such 

14 as coke oven gas (COG), blast furnace gas (BFG), and Linze-Donawitz gas (LDG) generated from 

15 coke ovens, blast furnaces, and basic oxygen furnaces are provided for production units, boilers for 

16 heat and steam generation, and combined heat and power (CHP) units for heat and power generation, 

17 or stored in their dedicated gasholders. Excess byproduct gases have to be sent to gas flare system for 

18 flaring, resulting in energy loss and CO2 emissions. Waste heat from production units is recovered in 

19 waste heat and energy recovery units for steam and power generation. Some steam generated from 

20 boilers are provided to steam turbines for power generation and low level steam extraction. The 

21 remaining steam from boilers and the steam from turbines, and CHP units, and waste heat and energy 

22 recovery units are provided for production units to satisfy their heat and energy requirement. Excess 

23 steam is released to the atmosphere without efficient utilization, resulting in large energy waste. The 

24 electricity generated from steam turbines, CHP units, and waste heat and energy recovery units are 

25 provided for production units to meet their electricity demand. Excess electricity is sold to the grid for 

26 additional profit, whilst insufficient electricity is purchased from the grid introducing additional 

27 energy cost. Therefore, optimal distribution of byproduct gases, steam and power in an iron and steel 

28 plant can offer efficient utilization of byproduct gases, steam and electricity, significantly reducing 

29 energy cost and CO2 emissions. However, achieving their optimal distribution is not trivial since it 

30 involves many production units, fuel boilers, steam turbines, and other steam and power cogeneration 

31 units such as CHP units, and waste heat and energy recovery units, which are not considered in the 

32 existing models. More important, generation rates of byproduct gases and demands of byproduct 

33 gases, steam and electricity from production units vary from time to time, increasing the complexity 

34 of achieving their optimal distribution. The decisions on the number of burner switches in a boiler and 

35 on the electricity purchase or sale at a time make the problem a complex combinatorial problem.  
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1 Many research efforts have been made on design, planning, and scheduling of production 

2 processes such as blast furnace iron-making process [4], steelmaking and continuous casting process 

3 [5], and steelmaking continuous casting-hot rolling process [6] without considering energy 

4 optimization. Early work considering energy issues in an iron and steel plant mainly focused on the 

5 development of methods and models for the analysis and evaluation of energy consumption [7, 8],  

6 historical energy efficiency [9, 10], and energy saving potential [11, 12] in an iron and steel plant 

7 without optimization. For example, Arens et al. [7] analysed energy consumption from 1991 to 2007 

8 in the German iron and steel industry. Ansari et al. [8] developed a system dynamic model to estimate 

9 energy consumption under various production and export scenarios for the Iranian iron and steel 

10 industry in the next 20 years. Zhang et al. [9] proposed the Cobb–Douglas type production model to 

11 estimate the impact of energy saving technologies on the productive efficiency during 1990-2000 in 

12 the Chinese iron and steel industry. He et al. [10] used the data envelopment analysis model and the 

13 Malmquist Productivity Index to evaluate energy efficiency and product change during 2001-2008 in 

14 the Chinese iron and steel industry. Hasanbeigi et al. [11] developed a bottom-up model based 

15 conservation supply curve method to estimate energy efficiency improvement and potential CO2 

16 reduction from 2010-2013 in the Chinese iron and steel industry. Lin et al. [12] used the energy-

17 economy co-integration method and scenario analysis to estimate energy conservation potential for 

18 the Chinese iron and steel industry in 2020.

19  The research related to energy optimization in an iron and steel plant mainly focused on the 

20 optimal supply or distribution of byproduct gases in gasholders and boilers since byproduct gases are 

21 one of the main energy sources in an iron and steel plant [13, 14]. Akimoto et al. [13] developed a 

22 mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model for optimal supply of byproduct gases to boilers in 

23 a joint electric power plant. Several realistic operational features such as byproduct gas mixing, 

24 normal gasholder level control, fuel switching, combustion-of-gas-only operation, and simultaneous 

25 changeover of multiple boilers were incorporated into their model. Kim et al. [14] proposed a novel 

26 MILP model for optimal distribution of byproduct gases in gasholders and boilers in an iron and steel 

27 plant. Steam and power generation from boilers and turbines were considered to minimize oil 

28 consumption. The deviations of gasholder levels were minimized to be maintained in the normal 

29 levels. Detailed burner switching operations were also incorporated into their model. 

30 All of these above efforts related with byproduct gas supply or distribution have several 

31 important disadvantages. First, the amount of byproduct gases consumed in production units is 

32 assumed to be known a prior. The optimal distribution of byproduct gases only in boilers and 

33 gasholders without involving production units is determined, resulting in suboptimal distribution of 

34 byproduct gases in an iron and steel plant. Second, only the distribution of byproduct gases or steam 

35 is optimized, ignoring simultaneous optimization of byproduct gases, steam and electricity 
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1 distribution. Third, other steam and electricity generation equipment like CHP, and waste heat and 

2 energy recovery units which are often used in an iron and steel plant are not integrated. Fourth, 

3 different levels of steam including high-pressure, medium-pressure, and low-pressure steam are not 

4 taken into account. Fifth, most of them do not allow electricity purchase option from the grid. Sixth, 

5 the modeling of burner switching operations is misunderstanding, which does not allow the burner to 

6 be turned off once it is turned on.  Seventh, some important practical constraints are ignored, such as 

7 minimum heating limits on production units, ramp rates constraints of power generation equipment. 

8 Last, the effect of different penalty factors in the objective function on optimization results is not 

9 investigated and methods to generate the values for those penalty factors are missing.

10 Recent advances [15-20] have addressed at most three limitations, not all of them. For instance, 

11 Kong et al. [15] proposed an improved multi-period MILP model for optimal distribution of 

12 byproduct gases in an iron and steel plant with variable amount of byproduct gases consumed in 

13 production system. Two types of byproduct gas users in production system including single-

14 consuming and mixed-consuming users were considered with minimum heating value requirement 

15 for mixed-consuming users. Zhang et al. [16] presented a multi-period MILP model for optimal 

16 distribution of byproduct gases, steam, and electricity in an iron and steel plant simultaneously. 

17 Different types of steam such as high-pressure, middle-pressure, and low-pressure steam were 

18 considered to be generated from boilers, and steam turbines. The electricity is allowed to be 

19 purchased from the grid. Zhao et al. [17] proposed a very similar model of Kim et al. [14] to 

20 investigate the effect of the penalty factors in the objective function on optimization results. Junior et 

21 al. [18] improved the previous MILP model of Kim et al. [14] for the optimization of byproduct gas 

22 supply system including the minimum and maximum fuel flows within which burners in a boiler 

23 furnace may operate, and a heuristic procedure to generate appropriate weight values for penalties in 

24 the objective function. Zeng et al. [19] proposed a generalized multi-period formulation for short-

25 term scheduling of steam power system in an iron and steel plant with the consideration of the time-

26 of-use power prices. Models for boilers, turbines, CHP and waste heat and energy recovery units, and 

27 several practical constraints such as ramp rate limits on turbines were introduced. Yang et al. [20] 

28 developed a multi-period model for optimal allocation of surplus gas only in gasholders and boilers in 

29 the iron and steel industry. They proposed some method to calculate the penalty weights which 

30 change with the operating condition of the equipment. Although the design fuel load of a boiler and 

31 the capacity of a gasholder were studies to obtain suitable capacities and their relationship was 

32 established to improve boiler efficiency, increase power generation, and reduce gas emissions, these 

33 aspects are beyond the scope of this paper.

34 In this paper, we address all of the above limitations except the last one related with the 

35 determination of penalty factors which will be addressed in our future publication. We develop a 
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1 multi-period MILP model for optimal distribution of byproduct gases, steam and power in production 

2 units, boilers, turbines, CHP, and waste heat and energy recovery units simultaneously. The 

3 consuming rates of byproduct gases in production units are assumed to be variable. The steam is 

4 specifically classified as high-pressure, medium-pressure and low-pressure steam. New binary 

5 variables are introduced to determine electricity purchase or sale decision with each having different 

6 prices. The burner switching operations in a boiler is correctly modeled allowing turning on or off in 

7 each period with fewer binary variables. In addition, several important practical features such as fuel 

8 selection, gasholder level control, allowable flare emissions, minimum heating requirements for 

9 single and mixed consuming users, ramp rate variations of power generation units, piecewise constant 

10 generation rates of byproduct gases, and piecewise constant demand profiles of byproduct gases, 

11 steam and electricity are also incorporated into the model. The computational results demonstrate that 

12 the proposed model successfully solves an industrial example to optimality within 2 CPU second. 

13 The total operating cost is reduced by 6% using the proposed model compared to that from real 

14 operation.

15 2 Problem Statement

16 Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of byproduct gases, steam, and electricity distribution in a 

17 typical iron and steel plant. The superstructure for such distribution is presented in Figure 2. There are 

18 total U (u = 1, 2, ..., U) production units, I (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., I) fuel boilers,  J (j = 1, 2, …, J) steam 

19 turbines, K (k = 1, 2, …, K) combined heat and power (CHP) units, and M (m = 1, 2, …, M) waste heat 

20 and energy recovery units. A CHP unit may contain several identical fuel boilers, which are denoted 

21 as Ik. Q (q = 1, 2, …, Q) types of energy sources such as byproduct gas, coal, natural gas, and fuel oil 

22 can be used in fuel boilers and some production units as fuels. While byproduct gases are generated 

23 from some production units such as coke ovens, blast furnace, and basic oxygen furnace, other energy 

24 sources such as coal, natural gas and fuel oil are purchased from outside. Byproduct gases generated 

25 from coke ovens, blast furnace, and basic oxygen furnace are called COG, BFG, and LDG, 

26 respectively, which are included in a set Qg. The production rates of byproduct gases vary at different 

27 times and are assumed to be piecewise constant. Byproduct gases are either provided for production 

28 units, boilers, and CHP units as fuels, or stored in their dedicated gasholders. The demands of 

29 byproduct gases from production units vary with times and are assumed to be piecewise constant. 

30 Byproduct gases are fed through their dedicated and identical burners into boiler furnaces. The 

31 boiler load may vary from time to time and usually controlled by switching on/off burners. To 

32 maintain a steady feed load of a boiler, the switching operations of burners should be minimized. A 

33 penalty is imposed once the status of a burner changes. Additional penalties are imposed for 

34 simultaneously switching two or three burners. Each dedicated gasholder has its minimum and 

35 maximum capacities, a normal inventory level and safe operational region as illustrated in Figure 3. 
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1 When a gasholder reaches its maximum capacity, excess byproduct gas has to be sent to the flare 

2 stacks, resulting in a penalty for gas emission. The inventory level in a gasholder at a time should be 

3 maintained at its normal point, which is allowed to be violated with a penalty imposed.

4 Total R (r = 1, 2, …, R) levels of steam are generated from fresh water in boilers, CHP units, 

5 and waste heat and energy recovery units, and consumed in production units and turbines. The 

6 demands for different levels of steam in production units may vary from time to time and are assumed 

7 to be piecewise constant. The electricity generated from turbines, CHP units, and waste heat and 

8 energy recovery units is used to provide energy for some production units such as basic oxygen 

9 furnace with known demand profiles with time, which is assumed to be piecewise constant. While 

10 excess electricity is sold to the grid with the sale price (denoted as ), insufficient electricity is exp
tC

11 purchased from the grid with the purchase price (denoted as ).imp
tC

12 The entire planning problem of the integrated production and energy system in an iron and steel 

13 plant is defined as follows,

14 Given:

15 1. Byproduct gases, their types, suitable production units, boilers, and CHP units that are 

16 byproduct gas users, heating values, and generation rate at a time and demand profiles in 

17 production units;

18 2. Dedicated gasholders, their minimum and maximum capacities, normal inventory levels, high 

19 and low inventory levels for safe operational regions;

20 3. Fuel boilers, suitable fuels that can be fed, suitable steams that can be generated, maximum 

21 inlet flow rates of byproduct gases, thermal efficiency, minimum and maximum steam 

22 generation rates, and minimum heating values;

23 4. Burners, suitable byproduct gases, initial status, and feed rates at a time;

24 5. Steam turbines, suitable steams that can be fed, suitable steams that can be generated, suitable 

25 exhaust that can be released, minimum and maximum feed rates, thermal efficiency, minimum 

26 and maximum generation rates, and minimum and maximum power generation rates;

27 6. CHP units, suitable fuels that can be used, suitable steams that can be generated, minimum and 

28 maximum feed rates of byproduct gases, thermal efficiency, minimum and maximum allowable 

29 steam generation rates, minimum and maximum allowable power generation rates, and 

30 minimum heating values;

31 7. Waste heat and energy recovery units, minimum and maximum allowable steam generation 

32 rates, minimum and maximum allowable power generation rates, thermal efficiency, and 

33 amount of heat and energy recovered at a time;

34 8. Steam and electricity demand profiles with time, steam enthalpy, electricity energy content, 

35 maximum imported power from the grid, and maximum exported power to the grid;
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1 9. Economic data: coal and natural gas purchase cost, electricity sale price and purchase cost, 

2 penalty coefficients for byproduct gas emissions, and burner switching operations, penalty 

3 coefficients for deviations from normal inventory levels in gasholders, and violations of low 

4 and high inventory levels of the safe operational region in a gasholder, and maintenance cost for 

5 steam and power generation units;

6 10.Enthalpy of fresh water and exhaust;

7 11.Planning horizon.

8 Determine:

9 1. Optimal selection of different energy sources such as byproduct gases, coal, and natural gas in 

10 boilers at a time;

11 2. Optimal distribution of byproduct gases, steam and power among boilers, turbines, CHP, waste 

12 heat and energy recovery units, and production units at a time;

13 3. Inventory profiles of gasholders in the horizon;

14 4. Optimal switching operations for burners in boiler at a time.

15 Assumptions:

16 1. All parameters are deterministic;

17 2. Byproduct gas generation rates in production units are piecewise constant;

18 3. Demands of byproduct gases in production units are piecewise constant;

19 4. Demands of steam in production units are piecewise constant;

20 5. Demand of electricity in production units is piecewise constant;

21 6. The cost of fresh water is negligible compared to other cost;

22 7. Issues related with unit or plant startups and shutdowns are not involved.

23 Our objective is to minimize total operating cost including purchase cost of energy sources such 

24 as coal and natural gas, electricity cost, equipment maintenance cost, and some penalties such as 

25 penalty for byproduct gas emissions, penalty for burner switches, and penalty for deviations from the 

26 normal inventory levels in gasholders.

27 3 Mathematical Formulation

28 The entire planning horizon is divided into T periods (t = 1, 2, ..., T) based on piecewise constant 

29 generation rates profiles of byproduct gases, and piecewise constant demand profiles of byproduct 

30 gases, steam and electricity, which is very similar to the approach used by both Li et al. [21] and Li et 

31 al. [22]. Each period starts at Ht1 and ends at Ht with H0 = 0, as shown in Figure 4. The length of each 

32 period t is denoted as t. In other words,

33 t = Ht  Ht1 t (1)

34 3.1 Steam and power generation model

35 The steam and power generation system in an iron and steel plant involves fuel boilers, steam 
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1 turbines, CHP units, and waste heat and energy recovery units. Detailed mathematical modeling these 

2 units are presented below.

3 Operational model for fuel boilers

4 Industrial fuel boilers are usually used to generate steam with required pressure and temperature 

5 through transferring heat released from the combustion of a fuel or a fuel mixture to the water/steam 

6 circuit. The thermal efficiency of a boiler mainly depends on its design size and actual operating load. 

7 Empirical data (see Figure 5) have shown that the efficiency of an industrial boiler often levels off 

8 when its operating load reaches at least 50% of its design load [23] . This is also true for large boilers 

9 whose efficiency calculated using nonlinear correlations is almost constant with a maximum 

10 deviation within 1%. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume constant thermal efficiency for industrial 

11 boilers when their actual operating loads exceed 50% of their design loads.

12 An industrial boiler can consume different types of fuels simultaneously such as byproduct gas, 

13 natural gas, coal, and fuel oil to produce different levels of steam. A typical multi-fuel boiler is shown 

14 in Figure 6. We define positive variables Fiqt as the feed flow rate of the q type of fuel to a boiler i 

15 during period t. We define positive variables Firt to denote the flow rate of the r level steam generated 

16 from a boiler i during period t. The flow rate of water feed to a boiler i during time period t is denoted 

17 as .The constant thermal efficiency for a boiler i is defined as i. The heating value of the q type of 𝐹𝑤
𝑖𝑡

18 fuel is defined as HVq. The enthalpies of the r level of steam and water are defined as  and Hw, 𝐻𝑠𝑡𝑚
𝑟

19 respectively. In a boiler i, total amount of outlet steams should be equivalent to that of its feed water 

20 during each period t.

21 i, t (2)     w
t ii t t t

r
r FF

22 The energy balance for a boiler i in each period t is expressed as follows,

23 i  Ik, t (3) 
1 1
( )   

 

 
         

 
 

QR
stm w w

irt t r it t i iqt t
r q

F H F H F

24 The flow rate of the r level steam generated in a boiler i during a period t must be within some 

25 lower ( ) and upper ( ) limits,𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑟 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖𝑟

26 i  Ik, r, t (4)min max
ir irt irF F F 

27 The feed flow rate of the q type of byproduct gases to a boiler i during a period t should not 

28 exceed some maximum limit (denoted as ) in order to maintain combustion during realistic 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖𝑞

29 operations.

30 i  Ik, t, q  Qg (5)max
iqt iqF F

31 The total heating value provided by byproduct gases to a boiler i should exceed some required 
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1 minimum heating value, which is denoted as . 𝐻𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖

2 i  Ik, t (6)    min

Q Qg g
iqt t q iqt t i

q q

F HV F HV 
 

 
     

  
 

3 Operational model for steam turbines

4 A steam turbine usually expands high-pressure steam to medium or low-pressure. The extracted 

5 mechanical energy is used to drive an electricity generator. There are three main categories of steam 

6 turbines: back pressure turbines, condensing turbines and extraction turbines [24]. While a back 

7 pressure turbine expands its inlet steam to a superheated one at a predefined pressure, a condensing 

8 turbine expands its inlet steam with high pressure into a partially condensed state. Thus, only one 

9 low-level steam is generated from such turbines through expanding a high-level steam [24]. An 

10 extraction turbine expands an inlet steam with high pressure into several intermediates with different 

11 pressures through series of stages. The steam extracted from intermediate stages is called the 

12 extraction steam, which could be used to meet industrial steam requirements. The extraction turbine 

13 can be further divided into extraction-condensing steam turbine and extraction-back pressure steam 

14 turbine. The steam from the last stage in extraction-condensing steam turbine is called the exhaust 

15 steam, which is usually condensed and used in the boiler as feed water due to its low enthalpy.

16 The material flow of a typical steam turbine is shown in Figure 7. We define variables  and 𝐹𝑖𝑛
𝑗𝑡

17  as the inlet and outlet flow rates of steam into and from a turbine j during period t, respectively. 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑗𝑡

18 The inlet and outlet flow rates of the r level of steam in a turbine j during period t are denoted as  𝐹 𝑖𝑛
𝑗𝑟𝑡

19 and . The flow rate of an exhaust steam from a turbine j during period t is represented by . The 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑗𝑟𝑡 𝐹𝑒𝑥ℎ

𝑗𝑡

20 thermal efficiency of a turbine j is defined as j.

21 Total amount of outlet steams in a turbine should be equivalent to that of its inlet steams during 

22 each period.

23 j, t (7)in out
jt t jt tF F   

24 Total amount of inlet steams in a turbine during each period is computed as follows,

25 j, t (8) in in
jrt t jt t

r
F F   

26 Total amount of outlet steams from a turbine j in period t is given below,

27 j, t (9) out out exh
jt t jrt t jt t

r
F F F      

28 Note that = 0 for back pressure turbines since no exhaust steam to the condenser is generated and, 𝐹𝑒𝑥ℎ
𝑗𝑡

29 and  = 0 for condensing turbines since these turbines receive steam and exhaust it to a condenser.𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑗𝑟𝑡

30 We define Pjt as the power generation rate from a turbine j during time period t. The power 

31 generated from a turbine j in each period t is calculated using the following constraints.
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1 j, t (10)   
1 1

R R
P in stm out stm exh exh

j,t t j jrt t r jrt t r jt t j
r r

P HC F H F H F H    
 

              
 

2 where, HCP represents the energy content of electricity.

3 The feed rate of the r level of steam to a turbine during period t must meet its lower ( ) and 𝐹𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗𝑟

4 upper ( ) limits. 𝐹𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗𝑟

5 j, r, t (11a-b)in,min in in,max
jr jrt jrF F F 

6 Similarly, the output flow rate of the r level of steam from a turbine in period t must satisfy its lower 

7 ( ) and upper ( ) limits.𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑗𝑟

8 j, r, t (12a-b)out,min out out,max
jr jrt jrF F F 

9 The electricity generation rate from a turbine j during each period should satisfy some lower (

10 ) and upper ( ) limits.𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑗

11 j, t (13)min max
j jt jP P P 

12 CHP operational model

13 A typical CHP unit may include fuel boilers, heat recovery boilers, steam turbines, gas turbines, and 

14 other heat recovery and steam generation units. While all inputs for a CHP unit are fresh water and 

15 different types of energy sources such as byproduct gas, coal and natural gas, all output from a CHP 

16 unit include steam and power. In recent years, many studies have been conducted on modelling of the 

17 CHP plant using data-drive approach [25] or first-principle approach [26]. Although these models can 

18 track different operational modes of each component in a CHP unit, they are too complicated to be 

19 used for plant planning. For the sake of simplification, a constant efficiency is assumed for a typical 

20 CHP unit (see Figure 8) during the entire planning horizon. We define Pkt to represent the electric 

21 power generation rate from a CHP unit k during period t, and Fkrt to denote the flow rate of the r level 

22 of steam generated from a CHP unit k in period t. The energy balance for a CHP unit is represented 

23 using eq. 14 in the following:

24 k, t (14)   
1 1Ik

QR
P stm w

kt t krt t r krt t k iqt t q
r i q

P HC F H F H F HV    
  

 
            

 
 

25 where, Fiqt is the feed rate of the q type of byproduct gases to a fuel boiler i in a CHP unit k.

26 The total feed of the q type of byproduct gases to a CHP unit k in each period should be within 

27 some lower and upper limits:

28 k, t, q  Qg (15)
Ik

min max
kq t iqt t kq t

i
F F F  



 
     

 


29 where,  and  are the minimum and maximum allowable feed rates of the q type of byproduct 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝑞 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑞
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1 gases to a CHP unit k, respectively.

2  Similarly, the electricity and steam generation rates from a CHP unit k during each period 

3 should also meet their lower and upper limits.

4 k, r, t (16)min max
kr krt krF F F 

5 k, t (17)min max
k kt kP P P 

6 where,  and  are minimum and maximum allowable generation rates of the r level of steam 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝑟 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘𝑞

7 in a CHP unit k, respectively.  and  are minimum and maximum allowable generation rates 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑘

8 of power in a CHP unit k, respectively.

9 The heating value for a CHP unit provided by byproduct gases should exceed some minimum 

10 requirement ( ).𝐻𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘

11 k, t (18)   min

I IQ Qg g
k k

iqt t q k iqt t
i iq q

F HV HV F 
  

 
     

  
   

12 Operational model for waste heat and energy recovery units

13 Waste heat and energy recovery equipment such as coke dry quenching (CDQ) units and top pressure 

14 recovery turbines are widely used to recover waste heat and energy from production units and 

15 generate steam and power in an iron and steel plant. A typical waste heat and energy recovery unit is 

16 illustrated in Figure 9. We define positive variables Pmt to represent electric power generation rate 

17 from a waste heat and energy recovery unit in period t, and positive variables as the generation mrtF

18 rate of the r level of steam from a waste heat and energy recovery unit in period t. We also define 

19 parameters  to denote the total amount of waste heat and energy recovered in a waste heat and 𝐸 𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑡

20 energy recovery unit in period t. The thermal efficiency of a waste heat and energy recovery unit is 

21 denoted as m. The energy balance in a waste heat and energy recovery unit is computed as follows,

22 m, t (19) 
1

R
P stm w in

mt t mrt t r mrt t m mt
r

P HC F H F H E   


         

23 The electricity and steam generation rates from waste heat and energy recovery equipment 

24 should satisfy some lower and upper limits, which are expressed as follows,

25 m, t (20) min max
m mt mP P P

26 where, and  are the minimum and maximum allowable power generation rates in a waste 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑚

27 heat and energy recovery unit m during period t.

28 m, r, t (21) min max
mr mrt mrF F F

29 where,  and  are the minimum and maximum allowable generation rates of the r level of 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑟 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑚𝑟

30 steam in a waste heat and energy recovery unit m during period t.
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1 3.2 Byproduct gas, steam and power balances

2 The total electricity generated from power generation units (i.e., steam turbines, CHP, and waste heat 

3 and energy recovery equipment) must meet electricity demand from production units in each time 

4 period, which is denoted as . The electricity purchased from the grid during each period is 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑚
𝑡

5 defined as , and the electricity sold to the grid in each period is defined as . The overall 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑝
𝑡 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑡

6 electricity balance is given below,

7 t (22)      exp

1 1 1
  

  

         
J K M

imp dem
jt t kt t mt t t t t

j k m
P P P P P P

8 As mentioned before, electricity purchase and sale activities are not allowed to take place at the 

9 same time. To enforce this, we define binary variables  and 0-1 continuous variables  as 𝑦𝑖𝑚𝑝
𝑃,𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑃,𝑡

10 follows,

11   ,

1 if electricty  is purchased from the grid duirng period 
0 otherwise

imp
P t

P t
y 

 


12 exp
,

1 if electricty  is sold to the grid duirng period 
0 otherwiseP t

P t
y 

 


13 The purchase and sale activities are not allowed to take place simultaneously at any time, which 

14 is enforced below,

15 t (23)exp
, , 1imp

P t P ty y 

16 The amount of electricity power that is purchased from or sold to the power grid should satisfy 

17 some upper limit which is imposed in an energy exchange contract with the grid,

18 t (24),max
,

imp imp imp
t t P tP P y 

19 t (25)exp exp,max exp
,t t P tP P y 

20 where,  and  represent maximum imported power and maximum exported power 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡 𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑡

21 during period t, respectively.

22 The steam generated from boilers, CHP units, and waste heat and energy recovery units is 

23 provided to production units and turbines. We define a parameter  to denote the demand of the r 𝐷𝑑𝑒𝑚
𝑟𝑡

24 level of steam required in production units during period t. The r level of steam balance in each period 

25 can be represented by:

26  r, t (26)         
1 1 1 1

    
    

 
          

 
    

k

K M J J
out in dem

irt t krt t mrt t jrt t jrt t rt
i k m j j

F F F F F D
I

27 We define Invqt to denote the inventory level of the q type of byproduct gas in the gasholder at 

28 the end of period t,   as the generation rate of the q type of byproduct gas in period t, and Fuqt as 𝐹𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝑞𝑡
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1 the consumption rate of the q type of byproduct gas in a production unit u during period t. The amount 

2 of byproduct gas emissions during period t is denoted as . The inventory level of a gasholder 𝑄𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑞𝑡

3 at the end of period t is calculated as follows,

4 q  Qg, t (27)   ( 1)
1 1

U I
Gen emission

qt q t qt t uqt t iqt t qt
u i

Inv Inv F F F Q  
 

        

5 The inventory level of a gasholder during each period must satisfy its minimum ( ) and 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑞

6 maximum ( ) inventory levels.𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑞

7 q  Qg, t (28)min max q qt qInv Inv Inv

8 3.3 Gasholder operational model

9 Each dedicated gasholder has its own desired operational requirements. There is a safe operational 

10 region with high and low inventory levels as highlighted with yellow background color in Figure 3. If 

11 the gasholder is operated within the safe operational zone, it is easy to accommodate excess or 

12 shortage of byproduct gas. The high and low inventory levels in a safe operational zone are denoted as 

13  and , respectively. Once the gasholder level exceeds or is lower than , a penalty 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐻
𝑞 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐿

𝑞 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐻
𝑞  𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐿

𝑞

14 is imposed. To achieve this, two positive slack variables and are defined as the violation 𝑆𝐼𝑛𝑣 𝐿
𝑞𝑡 𝑆𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐻

𝑞𝑡

15 of  and .𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐻
𝑞 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐿

𝑞

16 q  Qg, t (29)L L H H
q qt qt q qtInv SInv Inv Inv SInv   

17 In addition, a gasholder is usually operated at its normal inventory level, which is denoted as

18 . When the inventory level deviates from its normal inventory level, a penalty is enforced. We 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑁
𝑞

19 introduce two positive slack variables  and  to represent the deviation of a gasholder 𝑆𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑑 +
𝑞𝑡 𝑆𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑑 ‒

𝑞𝑡

20 level from its normal point at any time.

21 q  Qg, t (30)N d d
qt q qt qtInv Inv SInv SInv

 

  

22 3.4 Burner operational constraints

23 An industrial fuel boiler in an iron and steel plant usually has installed several identical burners, 

24 which are used to introduce different types of byproduct gases. The byproduct gas load is controlled 

25 by switching on and off burners. However, keeping switching on and off burners could result in 

26 unstable operation, which may lead to backfire or incomplete combustion. Therefore, the number of 

27 switching operations should be minimized. We define Niqt to denote the number of burners whose 

28 status is on for the q type of byproduct gas in time period t. The number of burners whose status is 

29 changed in period t is represented using variables Niqt. In real operations, at most three burners can 

30 change their status in each period.

31 Total amount of the q type of byproduct gases into a boiler i in each time period is calculated 
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1 using the following constraints,

2 i, q  Qg,, t (31)iqt t iq iqt tF F N    

3 where, Fiq is a parameter representing the inlet flow rate of a burner for the q type of byproduct gas in 

4 a boiler i.

5 The number of burners whose status is changed in period t (Niqt) is computed below,

6 i, q  Qg, t = 1 (32a)0iqt iqt iqN N N  

7 i, q  Qg, t = 1 (32b)0iqt iq iqtN N N  

8 i, q  Qg, t > 1 (33a)( 1)iqt iqt iq tN N N   

9 i, q  Qg, t > 1 (33b)( 1)iqt iq t iqtN N N  

10 where, N0iq denotes the initial number of burners whose status is on is known a prior.

11 In each period, the operator may switch zero, one, two or three burners for each type of 

12 byproduct gases. To model this operation, we define binary variables , , and , 𝑖𝑏𝑛1 +
𝑖𝑞𝑡 𝑖𝑏𝑛2 +

𝑖𝑞𝑡 𝑖𝑏𝑛3 +
𝑖𝑞𝑡

13 and 0-1 continuous variables below,0iqtibn

14
1 if no burner for  type of byproduct gases in a boiler  changes status in 

0
0 otherwiseiqt

q i t
ibn 

 


15
1 if only one burner for  type of byproduct gases in a boiler  changes its status in 

1
0 otherwiseiqt

q i t
ibn  

 


16
1 if two burners for  type of byproduct gases in a boiler  change their status in

2
0 otherwiseiqt

q i t
ibn  

 


17
1 if three burners for  type of byproduct gases in a boiler  change their status in 

3
0 otherwiseiqt

q i t
ibn  

 


18 The number of burners whose status has been changed in period t can be represented by,

19 i, q  Qg, t (34)1 2 3iqt iqt iqt iqtN ibn ibn ibn     

20 The relationship of these binary variables can be expressed as follows,

21 i, q  Qg,  t (35)1 2 3iqt iqt iqtibn ibn ibn   

22  i, q  Qg,  t (36a)0 1 1iqt iqtibn ibn  

23  i, q  Qg,  t (36b)0 2 1iqt iqtibn ibn  

24  i, q  Qg,  t (36c)0 3 1iqt iqtibn ibn  

25 3.5 Ramp rate on power generation

26 The ramp rate defined as the rate at which a turbine can increase or decrease its output, must be in an 

27 acceptable range to avoid over pressure on turbines which could result in their lifetime decrease. This 

28 can be ensured using eqs. 37-39.
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1 j, t (37)( 1)

1

jt j t
j j

t t

P P
DR UR

 




   

2 k, t (38)( 1)

1

k tk,t
k k

t t

PP
DR UR

 




   

3 m, t (39)( 1)

1 1

m tm,t
m m

t t

PP
DR UR

 


 

   

4 where, URj and DRj  are the maximum ramp up and down rates of turbine j, respectively;  URk and 

5 DRk are the maximum ramp up and down rates of CHP unit k, respectively; URm and DRm are the 

6 maximum ramp up and down rates of waste heat recovery equipment m, respectively.

7 3.6 Byproduct gas constraints for production units

8 While some byproduct gas users consume only one type of byproduct gases, some users require a 

9 mixture of byproduct gases. The feed rate of the q type of byproduct gases must meet some lower (

10 ) and upper ( ) limits. 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑢𝑞 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑢𝑞

11 u, q  Qg, t (40)min max
uq uqt uqF F F 

12 For single consuming users, their feed amount in a time period should meet their demands, 

13 which is denoted as .𝐷𝑑𝑒𝑚
𝑢𝑞𝑡

14 u, q  Qg, t (41)  dem
uqt t uqtF D

15 For mixed consuming users, their minimum heating value and energy demand should be 

16 satisfied.

17 u, t,  > 0 (42)   min

g g
uqt t q u uqt t

q q

F HV HV F 
 

     
Q Q

min
uHV

18 u, t,  > 0 (43) 
g

Dem
uqt t q ut

q

F HV E


  
Q

Dem
utE

19 where,  and are the minimum heating value and energy demand for a production unit u, 𝐻𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑢 𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑚

𝑢𝑡  

20 respectively. 

21 3.7 Objective function

22 Our objective is to minimize total operational cost (denoted as ), which consists of purchase cost TC

23 of coal and natural gas, electricity purchase cost, some penalty cost, and maintenance cost. The total 

24 operational cost is calculated as follows,

25  (44)_ _1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 intcoal natural gas electricity Penalty Penalty Penalty Penalty ma enanceTC C C C C C C C C       

26 (45)   
1 1 ' ' 1 1 ' '

T I T K

coal q iqt t q kqt t
t i q coal t k q coal

C C F C F 
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1 (46)   _
1 1 ' _ ' 1 1 ' _ '

T I T K

natural gas q iqt t q kqt t
t i q natural gas t k q natural gas

C C F C F 
     

        

2 (47)   
1 1

T T
exp exp imp imp

electricity t t t t t t
t t

C C P C P 
 

      

3  (48) _1
1 g

T
emission emission

Penalty q qt
t q

C W Q
 

    
Q

4 (49) _ 2
1

W W W W
g

T
L L H H d d d d

Penalty q qt q qt q qt q qt
t q

C SInv SInv SInv SInv
   

 

          
Q

5 (50) _ 3
1 1

1 2 3
Qg

T I
SW

Penalty q iqt iqt iqt
t i q

C W ibn ibn ibn  

  

      

6 (51)2 3
_ 4

1 1
2 3

Qg

T I
S S

Penalty q iqt q iqt
t i q

C W ibn W ibn 

  

      

7 (52)
 

     

int
1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

T I
M

ma enance i it t
t i

T J T K T M
PM PM PM
j jt t k kt m mt t

t j t k t m

C C F

C P C P C P



  

 

     

  

        



  

8 where, Ccoal is the purchase cost of coal, Cnatural_gas represents the purchase cost of natural gas, 

9 Celectricity is the cost of electricity purchased from the grid. The electricity sale revenue sold to the grid 

10 is included into the cost. Cpenalty_1 represents the penalty cost for the emissions of byproduct gases. 

11 Cpenalty_2 represents the penalty cost for the violation of high and lower inventory levels of gasholders 

12 and their normal operation points. Cpenalty_3 is the penalty cost for burner switches in fuel boilers. 

13 Cpenalty_4 stands for additional penalty cost for simultaneous switches of two and three burners in fuel 

14 boilers. Cmaintenance is the maintenance cost for boilers and turbines including those in CHP and waste 

15 heat and energy recovery units. Note that the cost for fresh water is not considered in the objective 

16 function since it is much smaller compared to the cost in eq. 44.

17 3.8 Lower and upper bounds

18 q  Qg, t (53)0L
qtSInv 

19 q  Qg, t (54)0H
qtSInv 

20 q  Qg, t (55)0d
qtSInv





21 q  Qg, t (56)0d
qtSInv





22  i, q  Qg,  t (57)0 0 1iqtibn 

23 We complete our mixed-integer linear programming model (MILP) denoted as M, which 

24 comprises eqs. 2-57. Binary variables are used to model switching operations of burners in fuel 
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1 boilers, and decisions on electricity sale and purchase with each having different prices.

2 4 Case Study

3 We use our proposed model M to solve an industrial example from an iron and steel plant in China. 

4 This industrial plant consists of 4 coke ovens, 2 blast furnaces, and 5 basic oxygen furnaces. The 

5 energy system is made up of 4 boilers (B1-B4), 2 steam turbines (TB1-TB2), 2 CHP units (CHP1-

6 CHP2), and 2 CDQ units (CDQ1-CDQ2), as shown in Figure 10. TB1 and TB2 are extraction-back 

7 pressure steam turbines. There are three levels of steam that could be generated from the boilers, 

8 which are high-pressure steam S1 with a pressure of 3.5 MPa, medium-pressure steam S2 with a 

9 pressure of 1.0 MPa, and low-pressure steam S3 with a pressure of 0.4 MPa.  Three types of 

10 byproduct gases are generated from the coke oven, blast furnace and basic oxygen furnace, which are 

11 COG, BFG and LDG, respectively. These byproduct gases are mainly consumed in the processes 

12 units, and the surplus can be either stored in the gas holders or used as fuels for boilers and CHP units 

13 to generate steam or electricity. It should be noted that LDG is not allowed to be used in the boilers 

14 and CHP units. While most production units such as coke ovens, pelletizing plants, and hot stoves 

15 consume single type of byproduct gases, hot strip mills use a mixed byproduct gases. The distribution 

16 of byproduct gases in production units is illustrated in Figure 11. Coal and natural gas purchased from 

17 outside can be used in the boilers and CHP units. The planning horizon is about 6 hr. All data are 

18 given in Tables 1-9.

19 The horizon is divided into 6 identical time periods based on demand profiles of byproduct 

20 gases, steam and electricity in production units, and generation rate profiles of byproduct gases from 

21 production units, as illustrated in Figure 4. This industrial example is solved using CPLEX 

22 12.6.1.0/GAMS 24.4.2 on a Dell Insprion15 5000 of Intel Core i7-4510U CPU 2.0 GHz with 8GB 

23 RAM memory running Windows 7.

24 5 Computational Results and Discussions

25 The model M contains 438 binary variables, 918 continuous variables, and 2,293 constraints. The 

26 optimal solution of ¥1,210,391 is obtained within 2 CPU seconds. Table 10 lists comparative results 

27 from the proposed model and the actual operation. From Table 10, it can be observed that natural gas 

28 is not purchased from outside although it is allowed because of its relatively higher unit price. No 

29 byproduct gases are released into the atmosphere, achieving highly efficient utilization in the plant. 

30 The inventory levels in gasholders are maintained near their normal operating points because the 

31 penalties for violations of safe operational zone are zero. Some electricity is required to be purchased 

32 from the grid, indicating the electricity generated from turbines, CHP units, and CDQ units are 

33 insufficient for production units. The penalty for burner switches during the horizon is about ¥ 

34 30,900. Table 11 summaries the number of burners whose status is on in a boiler during each period. 

35 All burner switches in a boiler are successfully controlled within the maximum allowable switches.
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1 The optimal distribution of byproduct gases in production units, boilers and CHP units is 

2 illustrated in Figures 12-13. From Figure 12, it can be seen that each byproduct gas user requires 

3 different amount of byproduct gases in each time period. For instance, cold rolling mills consume 30 

4 km3 of COG in the first period, whilst they consume 32 km3 of COG in the second period. It can also 

5 be observed that COG is mainly consumed by 1# and 2# coke ovens, and cold rolling mills, whereas 

6 BFG is mainly consumed by hot stoves and 3#-4# coke ovens. From Figure 13, while COG are 

7 mainly provided for CHP units, BFG are mainly used in boilers 3-4 and CHP units. This is because 

8 the maximum allowable loads of COG in boilers 1-4 are much smaller compared to those in CHP, and 

9 the maximum allowable loads of BFG in boilers 1-2 are much smaller compared to those in boiler 3-

10 4. It also can be found that the inlet flow rates of byproduct gases to each boiler remain the same in 

11 most periods, indicating frequent changes of boiler load are avoided through imposing penalty for 

12 burner switching operations. The inventory profiles of gasholders are given in Figure 14. It can be 

13 observed that the inventory level of a dedicated gasholder at any time is maintained very well around 

14 its normal level. For instance, the inventory level of BFG at any time is maintained at 180 km3, which 

15 is equivalent to its normal inventory level. Besides byproduct gases, CHP units also consume coal. 

16 The optimal distribution of coal in CHP1 and CHP2 is illustrated in Figure 15. It can be observed that 

17 CHP2 requires more coal than CHP1, which is used to generate more steam S2.

18 The optimal steam and electricity generation in turbines, CHP, and CDQ units is demonstrated 

19 in Figures 16-17. The optimal distribution of HP S1 in production units and turbines is illustrated in 

20 Figure 18. From Figure 16, it can be observed that S1 is generated from B1-B4. Although S1 is also 

21 generated from the boilers in CHP1, CHP2, CDQ1, and CDQ2, it is completely consumed in CHP1, 

22 CHP2, CDQ1, and CDQ2 for S2, S3, and electricity generation. In other words, there is no output S1 

23 from CHP1, CHP2, CDQ1, and CDQ2. While S2 is extracted from TB1, TB2, CHP1, CHP2, and 

24 CDQ2, S3 is extracted from TB1, TB2, and CHP2. No S2 and S3 are extracted from CDQ1. This is 

25 because all S1 generated from CDQ1 is used for electricity generation. Only S2 is extracted from 

26 CHP1. It is interesting to be observed that TB1 generates more S2 than TB2, whilst TB2 generates 

27 more S3 than TB1. From Figure 17, it can be seen that TB2 generates more electricity than TB1. This 

28 is because more S1 is fed into TB2 (see Figure 18) and less S2 is extracted compared to TB1 (see 

29 Figure 16), resulting in more steam enthalpy used for electricity generation. It is also interesting to be 

30 observed that although CHP2 generates the same amount of electricity as CHP1, CHP2 generates 

31 more S2 than CHP1 because CHP2 consumes more coal than CHP1 which is used for S2 generation. 

32 Similar conclusions can be made for CDQ1 and CDQ2 since CDQ2 recovers more energy than 

33 CDQ1 (see Table 7). The imported power from the grid is very low indicating that the electricity 

34 demand is mainly satisfied by those power generation units in the plant since the electricity purchase 

35 cost is much higher than its self-generation cost.
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1 We compare our results with those from the actual operation, which is presented in Table 10. 

2 The total cost from the proposed model M is about ¥1,210,391 which is reduced by 6% compared to 

3 that of ¥1,291,562 from the actual operation. Note that the cost of each item for the actual operation in 

4 Table 10 is calculated based on the actual operational data, which are presented in Tables 12-13. 

5 From Table 10, it can be observed that zero byproduct gas emission is achieved, gasholder levels are 

6 controlled in their safe operational zone at any time, and natural gas is not required to be purchased 

7 from the proposed model and the actual operation. The significant improvement from the proposed 

8 model mainly arises from the reduction of the purchase cost of electricity and coal, the penalty cost 

9 for gasholder level deviation from the normal level and the penalty cost for burner switching 

10 operations. These reductions mainly come from the simultaneous optimization of byproduct gases, 

11 steam and power generation and distribution, resulting in optimal distribution of byproduct gases in 

12 some production units, gasholders, boilers, and CHP units. This optimal distribution significantly 

13 reduces the required amount of coal from purchase and the variability in gasholder level, resulting in 

14 smaller penalty cost for the deviation of gasholder levels from normal levels at any time. The stability 

15 of gasholder levels reduces frequent changes of a boiler load, leading to less frequency of burner 

16 switches from time to time and hence reducing the penalty cost for burner switching. The introduction 

17 of CHP and waste heat and energy recovery units can generate more electricity, significantly 

18 reducing the purchase cost of electricity from the national grid. The equipment maintenance cost is 

19 slightly increased because the CHP units generate more power. 

20 6 Conclusions

21 In this paper, we successfully developed a novel multi-period MILP model for simultaneous 

22 optimization of byproduct gas, steam and power generation and distribution in an iron and steel plant, 

23 which involved many production units, boilers, steam turbines, CHP units, and waste heat and energy 

24 recovery units. Different types of byproduct gases were allowed to be mixed to meet heating and 

25 energy requirements of production units. Integer variables were introduced to determine electricity 

26 purchase or sale decision with each having different price. The burner switching was correctly 

27 modeled with fewer integer variables allowing turning on and off at any time. Several important 

28 practical features such as fuel selection, variable consuming rates of byproduct gases, gasholder level 

29 control, ramp rate variation, piecewise constant generation rates of byproduct gases, and piecewise 

30 constant demand profiles of byproduct gases, steam and electricity were also incorporated. The 

31 computational results demonstrate that the optimal operating cost is obtained within 2 CPU seconds 

32 for an industrial example using the proposed model, which is reduced by 6% compared to that from 

33 actual operation.

34
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1 Nomenclature

Indices

u Production unit index

i Boiler index 

j Turbine index  

k CHP  unit index

m waste heat and energy recovery unit index

q

r

t

Sets

U

I

J

K

M

Q

Energy source  index

Steam level index

Period index

Production units

Boilers

Turbines

CHP units

Waste heat and energy recovery units

Energy sources

Qg Byproduct gases 

R Steam levels 

T Periods

Parameters 

Ht-1 Start time of period t

Ht End time of period t

H0 Start time of the planning horizon 

t Time length of period t

i Thermal efficiency of boiler i

HVq Heating value of the q type of fuel
stm
rH Enthalpy of the r level of steam

wH Enthalpy of boiler feed water 

min
irF Minimum flow rate of the r level steam generated from boiler i

max
irF Maximum flow rate of the r level steam generated from boiler i 

max
iqF Maximum flow rate of the q type of fuel fed into boiler i

min
iHV Minimum heating value required in boiler i
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j Thermal efficiency of turbine j
exh
jH Enthalpy of exhaust steam generated from turbine j

HCP Energy content of electricity
in,min
jrF Minimum flow rate of the r level steam into turbine j

in,max
jrF Maximum flow rate of the r level steam into turbine j

out,min
jrF Minimum flow rate of the r level steam generated from turbine j

out,max
jrF Maximum flow rate of the r level steam generated from turbine j 

min
jP Minimum electricity generation rate from turbine j

max
jP Maximum electricity generation rate from turbine j

jDR Maximum ramp down rate of turbine j

jUR Maximum ramp up rate of turbine j

k Thermal efficiency of CHP unit k
min

kqF Minimum flow rate of the q type of fuel fed into CHP unit k

max
kqF Maximum flow rate of the q type of fuel fed into CHP unit k

min
krF Minimum allowable generation rate of the r level of steam from CHP unit k

max
krF Maximum allowable generation rate of the r level of steam from CHP unit k

min
kP Minimum allowable electricity generation rate from CHP unit k

max
kP Maximum allowable electricity generation rate from CHP unit k

min
kHV Minimum heating value  required in CHP unit k

kDR Maximum ramp down rate of CHP unit k

kUR Maximum ramp up rate of CHP unit k

m Thermal efficiency of waste heat and energy recovery unit m
min

mrF Minimum allowable generation rate of the r level of steam from waste heat and energy 

recovery unit m
max

mrF Maximum allowable generation rate of the r level of steam from waste heat and energy 

recovery unit m
min

mP Minimum electricity generation rate from waste heat and energy recovery unit m

max
mP Maximum electricity generation rate from waste heat and energy recovery unit m
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mDR Maximum ramp down rate of waste heat and energy recovery unit m

mUR Maximum ramp up rate of waste heat and energy recovery unit m

,maximp
tP Maximum allowable electricity purchased from the grid during period t

exp,max
tP Maximum allowable electricity sold to the grid during period t

N
qInv Normal inventory level of gasholder q

L
qInv Lowe inventory level of safe operational region in gasholder q

H
qInv High inventory level of safe operational region in gasholder q

min
qInv Minimum inventory level of gasholder q

max
qInv Maximum inventory level of gasholder q

Fiq Inlet flow rate of a burner for the q type of byproduct gas in boiler i

N0iq Initial number of burners whose status is on for the q type of byproduct gas in boiler i
min

uqF Minimum flow rate of the q type of fuel required in production unit u

max
uqF Maximum flow rate of the q type of fuel required in production unit u

min
uHV Minimum heating value required in production unit u

Cq Price of the q type of fuel
exp
tC Electricity sale price in period t

imp
tC Electricity purchase price in period t

emission
qW Penalty coefficient for gas emission of  the q type of byproduct gas

L
qW Penalty coefficient for the inventory level in gasholder q which lies in its low operational 

region
H

qW Penalty coefficient for the inventory level in gasholder q which lies in its high operational 

region
d

qW
 Penalty coefficient for the deviation below the normal operational level in gasholder q

d
qW

 Penalty coefficient for the deviation above the normal operation  level in gasholder q

SW
qW Penalty coefficient for burner switching operations for the q type of byproduct gas

2S
qW Penalty coefficient for simultaneously switching two burners related to the q type of 

byproduct gas in a boiler
3S

qW Penalty coefficient for simultaneously switching three burners related to the q type of 

byproduct gas in a boiler
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M
iC Maintenance cost of boiler i

PM
jC Maintenance cost of turbine j

PM
kC Maintenance cost of CHP unit k

PM
mC Maintenance cost of waste heat and energy recovery unit m

Positive Variables

Fiqt Flow rate of the q type of fuel fed into boiler i in period t

Firt Flow rate of the r level of steam generated from boiler i in period t
w

itF Flow rate of water used in boiler i in period t

in
jrtF Flow rate of the r level of steam into turbine j in period t

out
jrtF Flow rate of the r level of steam generated from turbine j in period t

exh
jtF Flow rate of exhaust steam generated from turbine j during period t

Pjt Power generation rate from turbine j during time period t

Fkrt Flow rate of the r level of steam generated from CHP unit k in period t

Fkqt Flow rate of the q type of fuel consumed in CHP unit k during period t

Pkt Electric power generation rate from CHP unit k during period t

Fmrt Flow rate of the r level of steam generated from waste heat and energy recovery unit m in 

period t
in
mtE Amount of waste heat and energy recovered in waste heat and energy recovery unit m in 

period t

Pmt Electric power generation rate from waste heat and energy recovery unit m in period t
dem

tP Electricity demand from production units in period t

imp
tP Electricity purchased from the grid in period t

exp
tP Electricity sold to the grid in period t

dem
rtD Demand of the r level of steam required in production units in period t

Gen
qtF Generation rate of the q type of byproduct gas in period t

Invqt  Inventory level of byproduct gas in gasholder q at the end of period t

Fuqt Flow rate of the q type of byproduct gas consumed in production unit u in period t
emission
qtQ Amount of byproduct gas emission at gasholder q during period t

Niqt Number of burners related to the q type of byproduct gas whose status is on in period t

Niqt Number of burners related to the q type of byproduct gas whose status is changed in period 
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t
dem
uqtD Demand of the q type of byproduct gas required in production unit u during period t

Dem
utE Energy demand in production unit u during period t

d
qtSInv

 Deviation  above the normal inventory level of gasholder q in period t

d
qtSInv

 Deviation  below the normal inventory level of gasholder q in period t

L
qtSInv Violation of the low inventory level of safe operational region in gasholder q in period t

H
qtSInv Violation of the high inventory level of safe operational region in gasholder q in period t

0-1 Continuous Variables
exp
Pty 1 if electricity P is sold to the grid in period t

0iqtibn 1 if no burner related to the q type of byproduct gas changes its status in period t

Binary Variables

,
imp
P ty 1 if electricity P is purchased from the grid in period t

1iqtibn  1 if only one burner related to the q type of byproduct gas changes its status in period t 

2iqtibn  1 if two burners related to the q type of byproduct gas change their status in period t 

3iqtibn  1 if three burners related to the q type of byproduct gas change their status in period t 

1
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Figure 1 Distribution of byproduct gases, steam and electricity in a typical iron and steel plant
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Figure 2 The superstructure for byproduct gas, steam and electricity generation and 
distribution in a typical iron and steel plant
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Figure 3 Illustration of the normal operating point, safe operational zone and penalties in a 
gasholder
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Figure 4 Schematic diagram of period definition
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Figure 5 Industrial boiler efficiency curves with different fuel inlet flow rates
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Figure 6 A schematic diagram of a multi-fuel boiler for mass and energy balance illustration
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(a) Back pressure turbine

(a) Condensing turbine

(a) Extraction turbine

Figure 7 Schematic diagram of a steam turbine for steam and electricity balance illustration
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Figure 8 Schematic diagram of a CHP unit for steam and electricity balance illustration
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Figure 9 Schematic diagram of a waste heat and energy recovery unit for steam and 
electricity generation illustration
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Figure 10 Superstructure of the distribution of byproduct gases, steam and electricity for the 
industrial example
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Figure 11 Distribution of byproduct gases in production units for the industrial example
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(a) COG distribution

(b) BFG distribution

(C) LDG distribution

Figure 12 The optimal distribution of byproduct gases in production units
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(a)  COG distribution

(b)  BFG distribution

Figure 13 The optimal distribution of byproduct gases in boilers and CHP units
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Figure 14 Inventory profiles of COG, BFG and LDG gasholders
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Figure 15 Optimal dispatch of coal in CHP units 
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(a) High-pressure steam S1 generation

(b) Medium-pressure steam S2 generation

(c) Low-pressure steam S3 generation

Figure 16 Optimal steam generation rates from turbines, CHP and CDQ units
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Figure 17 Optimal electricity generation rates from turbines, CHP and CDQ units
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Figure 18 Optimal distribution of HP steam S1 in production units and steam turbines
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Table 1 Data for boilers

Boiler 

Efficiency

i

𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖,𝐵𝐹𝐺

(km3/hr)

𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖,𝐶𝑂𝐺

(km3/hr)

𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖,𝐻𝑃

(ton/hr)

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖,𝐻𝑃

(ton/hr)

𝐻𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖

(kJ/m3)

B1 0.89 40 6 0 35 3500

B2 0.92 40 6 0 35 3500

B3 0.84 120 7 0 130 3500

B4 0.86 120 7 0 130 3500
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Table 2 Data for steam turbines, CHP and CDQ units

Turbine

Efficiency

j

 𝐹𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗,𝐻𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝐹𝑖𝑛,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗,𝐻𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗,𝑀𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗,𝑀𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗,𝐿𝑃

(ton/hr)

𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗,𝐿𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗

(MW)

 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑗

(MW)

DRj 

(MW/hr)

URj 

(MW/hr)

TB1 0.82 60 130 0 60 0 100 0 25 5 5

TB2 0.85 60 130 0 60 0 100 0 25 5 5

CHP

Efficiency

k

 𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘,𝐵𝐹𝐺

(km3/hr)

 𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘,𝐶𝑂𝐺

(km3/hr)

 𝐻𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘

(kJ/m3)

 𝐹 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘,𝑀𝑃

(ton/hr) 

 𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘,𝑀𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘,𝐿𝑃

(ton/hr) 

 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘,𝐿𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑘

(MW)

 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘

(MW)  

DRk 

(MW/hr)

URk 

(MW/hr)

CHP 1 0.38 0 130 4600 0 80 0 110 220 300 20 20

CHP 2 0.39 0 130 4600 0 80 0 110 220 300 20 20

CDQ

Efficiency

m

 𝐹 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚,𝐻𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚,𝐻𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝐹 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚,𝐻𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚,𝐻𝑃

(ton/hr)

 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚

(MW) 

 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚

(MW)

DRm 

(MW/hr)

URm 

(MW/hr)

CDQ1 0.73 0 40 0 60 0 30 5 5

CDQ 2 0.75 0 40 0 60 0 30 5 5
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Table 3 Data for byproduct gas burners in boilers and CHP units

Initial number (N0iq) Inlet flow rate per burner (Fiq , km3/hr)
Boilers

COG BFG COG BFG

B1 2 4 0.5 5
B2 2 4 0.5 5
B3 0 23 0.5 5
B4 0 23 0.5 5

CHP1 14 16 2 10
CHP2 14 16 2 10
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Table 4 Minimum and maximum capacities, low, normal and high operational levels in gasholders

 

Volume (km3) COG BFG LDG

Minimum capacity ( ) 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑞 40 50 15

Low operational inventory level ( )𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐿
𝑞 80 140 25

Normal operational inventory level ( )𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑁
𝑞 100 180 40

High operational inventory level ( )𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐻
𝑞 120 220 55

Maximum capacity ( )𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑞 135 260 70
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Table 5 Heating values of byproduct gases, coal, and natural gas, and enthalpy of boiler feed water and 
steam

Item COG BFG LDG Natural gas Coal

Heating 

value
18000 3500 7500 35400 21800

Item
Boiler feed 

water

High-pressure 

steam S1

Medium-pressure 

steam S2

Low-pressure 

steam S3

Enthalpy 105.38 3300 3100 2930

  Unit for heating values of byproduct gases is kJ/m3

     Unit for heating value of coal is kJ/kg
     Enthalpy unit is kJ/kg
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Table 6 maximum imported and exported power, penalty coefficients and economic data for the 
industrial example

Item Value

Maximum imported power ( , MW)𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡 130

Maximum exported power ( , MW)𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡 100

Penalty coefficient for gas emission ( , ¥/m3)𝑊𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑞 100

Penalty coefficient for violation of high operational level ( , ¥/m3)𝑊𝐻
𝑞 10

Penalty coefficient for violation of low operational level ( , ¥/m3)𝑊𝐿
𝑞 5

Penalty coefficient for deviation below normal operation ( , ¥/m3)𝑊𝑑 ‒
𝑞 1

Penalty coefficient for deviation above normal operation ( , ¥/m3)𝑊𝑑 +
𝑞 1

Penalty coefficient for burner switches ( , ¥/switch)𝑊𝑆𝑊
𝑞 800

Penalty coefficient for simultaneous switches of two burners ( , ¥/instance)𝑊2𝑆
𝑞 100

Penalty coefficient for simultaneous switches of three burners ( , ¥/instance)𝑊3𝑆
𝑞 200

Maintenance cost for boilers ( , ¥/ton)𝐶𝑀
𝑖 6

Maintenance cost for turbines [ , ¥/(kWh)]𝐶𝑃𝑀
𝑗 0.06

Maintenance cost of CHP units [ , ¥/(kWh)]𝐶𝑃𝑀
𝑘 0.08

Maintenance cost of waste heat and energy recovery units [ , ¥/(kWh)]𝐶𝑃𝑀
𝑚 0.06

Coal purchase cost (Ccoal, ¥/ton) 500

Natural gas purchase cost (Cnatural gas, ¥/m3) 3.5

Electricity purchase cost [ , ¥/(kWh)]𝐶𝑖𝑚𝑝
𝑡 0.5

Electricity sale price [ , ¥/(kWh)]𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑡 0.2
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Table 7 Byproduct gas generation rates and steam and power demands and waste heat and energy recovery 
amounts in periods

Byproduct Gases
 (km3/hr)

Waste  heat and 
energy recovery

(MJ )

Steam
 (ton/hr)Period

BFG COG LDG CDQ1 CDQ2

Power
(MW)

S1 S2 S3

1 1514 179.50 92 138965 247400 698 68 233 255

2 1523 175.50 84 148852 244365 690 66 234 253

3 1525 177.70 82 141945 252940 685 69 247 253 

4 1505 177.80 81 150774 259550 691 68 244 257

5 1522 175.70 89 154864 266540 707 68 234 250

6 1508 176.80 80 155955 272540 709 65 228 255 
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Table 8 COG demands for production units in time periods

Period Sintering 
furnace

1#-2# 
Coke oven

Pelletizing 
plant steelmaking 

mill

Cold 
rolling 
mills

Others

1 3 25 12 14 30 9.3
2 3 27 12 14 32 9.3
3 3 26 12 14 31 10
4 3 26 12 14 32 9.3
5 3 27 12.3 14 36 9.4
6 3 26 13 13.5 34 9.3

Demand unit is km3
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Table 9 Demands of BFG, LDG and energy for production units in time periods

BFG LDG Energy

Period Hot stoves 3#-4# Coke 
oven Others Shaft kiln Hot strip

1 575 263 44 47 1062
2 562 261 38 46 932
3 563 263 33 45 991
4 571 258 27 45 918
5 583 255 41 49 949
6 581 263 43 38 1042

BFG and LDG demand unit is km3

Energy demand unit is MJ
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Table 10 Comparative results from the proposed model and actual operation

Item
Actual

Operation

Proposed

 Model

Coal cost (¥) 858,560 797,831
Natural gas cost (¥) 0 0
Penalty for byproduct gas emissions (¥) 0 0
Penalty for violation of high levels  in gasholders (¥) 0 0
Penalty for violation of low levels in gasholders (¥) 0 0
Penalty for deviation from normal levels in gasholders (¥) 16,600 4,933
Penalty for burner switches (¥) 36,800 30,900
Equipment maintenance cost (¥) 316,197 328,284
Electricity purchase cost (¥) 63,404 48,443
Electricity sale revenue (¥) 0 0
Total cost (¥) 1,291,562 1,210,391
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Table 11 The number of burners whose status is on in boilers obtained by optimal calculation 

B1 B2 B3 B4 CHP1 CHP2
Period

BFG COG BFG COG BFG COG BFG COG BFG COG BFG COG
0 4 2 4 2 23 0 23 0 16 14 16 14
1 4 2 4 2 23 1 23 2 14 12 13 12
2 6 2 5 3 24 3 24 5 14 12 13 12
3 6 2 5 3 24 3 24 6 14 12 13 12
4 6 2 5 3 24 3 24 6 14 12 13 12
5 6 2 5 3 24 3 24 6 13 12 12 11
6 6 2 5 3 24 3 24 6 13 12 11 10
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Table 12 Steam and power generation, coal consumption, gasholder level and imported power from the 
actual operation

Equipment Item T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6

B1 S1 (ton/hr) 35 35 35 35 35 34

B2 S1  (ton/hr) 33 31 34 33 33 31

B3 S1 (ton/hr) 115 120 125 125 125 125

B4 S1 (ton/hr) 110 117 125 128 128 128

S2 (ton/hr) 46 46 45 45 45 45

S3 (ton/hr) 69 74 80 80 80 80

TB1

Power (MW) 18 18 20 20 20 20

S2 (ton/hr) 43 43 42 42 42 42

S3 (ton/hr) 67 74 83 86 86 86

TB2

Power (MW) 19 19 21 21 21 21

Coal (ton/hr) 126.25 126.25 131 131 135 132

S2 (ton/hr) 37 37 42 42 40 37

S3 (ton/hr) 25 25 25 25 25 25

CHP1

Power (MW) 290 290 290 300 300 300

Coal (ton/hr) 138 138 139 139 145.5 142.25

S2 (ton/hr) 37 37 42 42 40 37

S3 (ton/hr) 62 62 62 62 62 62

CHP2

Power (MW) 290 290 290 290 290 290

S1 (ton/hr) 0 0 0 0 0 0

S2 (ton/hr) 37 37 40 40 37 37

CDQ1

Power (MW) 28 28 27 27 27 27

S1 (ton/hr) 0 0 0 0 0 0

S2 (ton/hr) 33 34 36 33 30 30

CDQ2

Power (MW) 22 22 22 22 23 23

BFG  Gasholder BFG (km3) 179.3 178.4 180 178.5 179.5 178.8

COG  Gasholder COG (km3) 99.4 100 100 98.8 99.6 98.7

LDG  Gasholder LDG (km3) 42.2 41.5 40 38.7 38.6 39.2

Imported power Power (MW) 29.5 18.6 15 11.5 24.1 28.2
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Table 13 The number of burners whose status is on in boilers from the actual operation

B1 B2 B3 B4 CHP1 CHP2
Period

BFG COG BFG COG BFG COG BFG COG BFG COG BFG COG
0 4 2 4 2 23 0 23 0 16 14 16 14
1 5 3 5 5 24 3 23 3 13 12 18 10
2 5 3 5 4 24 6 23 5 13 12 18 10
3 6 2 5 5 24 8 24 7 16 10 18 10
4 6 2 5 3 24 8 24 8 16 10 16 10
5 6 2 5 3 24 8 24 8 17 10 16 9
6 6 2 5 3 24 8 24 8 16 9 15 9


